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Professional Radio CPS R06.09.06

professional radio is the elethon championship in the planet of professional radio. itâs a first-person-strategy-game about the last few minutes of a radio stationâs life. you must rick holt by the end of each game or else the station is silenced for ever. thereâs a lot to learn in that time. how to get the best songs, how to survive, what to listen to in order to beat him, and then
a friendly workshop with the best head- and radio-deckers to whom you will be competing for the championship. Professional Radio CPS R06.09.06 CPS sends professional radio china central team to si, se, taiwan and macau to establish a studio in each city to broadcast radio china and explore the radio market in those cities. CPS sent an elite team of 5 people to film and

photograph a rich experience for its audience, as well as film the news of the team on their journey. Five experienced members of the team were selected from the best professional broadcasters throughout the world, including roman polanski of france, catherine chirak of india, sili air of chile, schooneleir of the netherlands, plus sound roading expert, theingyun qiao.
Together, the team made countless high-definition broadcasts in various locations in each city. They experienced the pulse of the local people, including the scrupulous way that local radio stations operate. they filmed with cameras equipped with professional lenses, equipped with canons professional film cameras and trained professional film shooters. They performed on

a stage, wearing professional recording equipment on the sound board, microphones, and even their faces on screen. The team then broadcast live to the audience at their websites for the world to see. At a time when professional radio stations are rapidly expanding, this broadcast embodies the spirit of «radios as a business». The team also interviewed many radio
listeners and filmed their impressions of the radio in the city. After the filming was complete, the team traveled to different cities in china, drawing an extensive audience. In the cities of xian, hong kong, shanghai, and beijing, the team interviewed the local radio stations, including a professional journalist who interviewed the listeners at the stations. Professional Radio CPS
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